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1 Introduction  
1.1 Purpose 
This document describes how to configure an Ingate device to work as a Enterprise Session Border Controller (eSBC) 
for connecting Virgin Media networks. 

1.2 Prerequisites 
This document describes how to install an Ingate E-SBC of the following series: 

 Firewall: All availably models with software version 6.0.2 and higher 

 Ingate SIParator: All availably models with software version 6.0.2 and higher 

The operational mode can be set as a SIParator Standalone eSBC, DMZ/LAN or DMZ using the software version 6.0.2 
and above, or as Firewall. 

1 SIP trunking license and X ccs license (Concurrent Calls SIP Trunk Sessions) will be required. 

1.3 Compatibilities and Limitations 
This E-SBC has been tested and certified with Virgin Media according Virgin Media’s requirements and test 
procedures of their SIP trunk service. This document will give a description of the configuration between the Ingate 
E-SBC and the ITSP only. 
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2 Initial configuration 
It is recommended to use the StartupToolTG-1.2.4 to automate the deployment of your Ingate E-SBC. The version 
used for this document is v1.2.4 Before using the Ingate Startup Tool TG to configure a new Ingate Unit for the first 
time you must install your licenses into the Ingate unit. Please read the Startup Tool TG – Getting Started Guide. You 
find it on our web. https://www.ingate.com/appnotes/Ingate_Startup_Tool_Getting_Started_Guide.pdf 

 

2.1 Hardware and network setup  
After connecting power, connect an Ethernet cable to the port marked Eth0 of the device. This cable must be 
connected to your private IP network: the Eth0 port will be used to configure the unit with the Ingate Startup Tool TG 
(see below). 

When you connect the Firewall/SIParator to the external (public IP) network, plug an Ethernet cable into the port 
marked Eth1. 

This configuration guide and the Ingate Startup Tool TG assume that all of the following are connected to the same 
subnet on the private IP network: 

 Ingate Firewall/SIParator (via port Eth0) 

 VoIP Gateway or IP PBX 

 Computer running the Ingate Startup Tool TG 

If, for some reason, this is not the case (e.g. the VoIP Gateway or IP PBX is on a different subnet from the SIParator), 
the Startup Tool TG will restrict to Gateways and IP-PBX IP Addresses to the local Subnet of the Ingate.  This can be 
easily changed later on the Ingate Administration GUI.  Then you should consult the Ingate Reference Manual 
(Chapter 6 – Interface: Static Routing) for additional network setup. 
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2.2 Ingate Startup Tool TG 

2.2.1 Initial Setup 
Before you can administer the device, you must configure its IP address and administrative password with the Ingate 
Startup Tool TG. The tool must run on a PC that is located on the same LAN subnet as the device itself (rather than, 
for example, a different subnet, across routers, or through a VPN tunnel).  

The tool can be downloaded free of charge at http://www.ingate.com/Startup_Tool_TG.php. Always use the latest 
version. 

Launch the tool. 

 

Figure 1. Product Type selection Screen 

Select the model type of the Ingate unit as Ingate Firewall/SIParator (Figure 1) and click Next. 

You will see a configuration page (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Configure your Ingate unit 

In the group box labelled First select what you would like to do, select the radio button labelled Change unit´s IP 
address. 

In the group box labelled Inside (Interface Eth0), go to the IP Address field and enter a static IP address by which the 
Eth0 interface will address on your private network. Then, go to the MAC Address field and enter the address that 
will be found on a sticker attached to the unit. (Figure 2) shows an example. 

In the group box labelled Select a Password, enter (and confirm) the password to be used hereafter to authenticate 
administrators of the device. 

In the drop-down list labelled Interface of your PC, select the network interface (e.g. Local Area Connection) that you 
wish to use to communicate with the SIParator (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Selecting the network interface used by the Startup Tool TG 

When these values have been entered, the Contact button at the bottom right of the form (Figure 2) will become 
active. 

Press the Contact button. 

The Startup Tool TG will find the Ingate unit on the network, communicate with it and assign its IP address and 
password. 

2.2.2 Network Topology 
The Ingate SIParator device supports many different configuration modes and functions. Select the Product Type of 
the Ingate eSBC matching the network topology for your Virgin Media installation, for example as Standalone 
SIParator.  

Go to the Network Topology tab. 

 

Figure 4. Configuring Network Topology 
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In the Product Type drop down list, select Standalone SIParator (Figure 4). After configuring the product type, the 
controls on the administrative interface will change, according to the type selected. 

To set the operational mode to Standalone SIParator is just as example, set it alternatively as a Firewall, DMZ/LAN or 
DMZ depending on your network requirements. 

The internal network interface details, listed in the group box labelled Inside (Interface Eth0), should be consistent 
with your earlier assignment. These represent the device’s interface to your private IP network. 

Details of the device’s interface to the public IP network can be configured with the controls in the group box 
labelled Outside (Interface Eth1).  

Once you have entered the internal and external interface details, go to the Gateway control and enter the address 
of the router that acts as a firewall gateway for your network. 

Finally, enter the DNS server IP addresses. If Virgin has provisioned you with any special DNS servers, those can be 
supplied here. 

 

2.2.3 IP-PBX Configuration 
In the Ingate Startup Tool TG, navigate to the IP-PBX tab (Figure 5). 

This configuration is related to the eSBC’s connection, via its internal interface, to the VoIP gateway or IP PBX 
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Figure 5. Configuring the IP PBX or VoIP Gateway details 

In the Type drop-down list, select an entry that matches your IP PBX or VoIP Gateway. In this example Cisco 
CUCM/CCM/CCE is chosen. If you cannot find a matching item, select Generic IP-PBX. 

In the IP Address field, enter the address of the IP PBX or gateway on your network. 

2.2.4 ITSP Configuration 
In the Ingate Startup Tool TG, navigate to the ITSP tab. ITSP stands for Internet Telephony Service Provider.  

This configuration is related to the eSBC’s connection, via its external interface, to Virgin Media. 
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Figure 6. Configuring the external SIP interface details 

In the Name drop-down list, select Virgin.   

The IP addresses in this document are just examples, use what Virgin may provision you with, those DNS names/IP 
addresses should be used.  

 

In the Provider address group box, Use the IP or domain name you got from Virgin media. The Provider address will 
be used in the Request-URI and To header field for outgoing SIP requests.  
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In the DID, PBX and Account authentication fields, fill in values for your numbering plan. The information entered 
here may be further configured at the SIP Trunk page, (see chapter 3.8.1 SIP Trunk 1).   

The numbering of DID and PBX lines in this document are just examples, use what Virgin may provision you with, 
those numbers should be used.  

2.2.5 Uploading the Configuration 
When you have completed the previous configuration steps, use the StartUp Tool TG to load the data into the Ingate 
SIParator. The tool can also be used to create a backup configuration file for later use. 

In the tool, navigate to the Upload Configuration tab (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7. Uploading configuration data to the SIParator 

In the Final step controls, ensure that the radio button labelled Logon to web GUI and apply settings is selected. 

Click the Upload button. 
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The configuration data will be copied from the Startup Tool TG to the Firewall/SIParator. 

When the data has been uploaded, a dialog box will appear (Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8. Confirmation of configuration data upload 

Click on OK. The default web browser will launch and navigate you to the SIParator’s web interface. 

2.3 Ingate Web Interface 

2.3.1 Applying the Configuration 
Although the configuration data has been uploaded to the eSBC, it must still be explicitly applied before the eSBC’s 
behaviour will change. 

Log into the web interface with the administrative password that you selected earlier (in Figure 2). 

 

Figure 9. Applying the uploaded configuration 

Under Administration > Save/Load Configuration, click the Apply configuration button. 

A window will appear (Figure 10) requesting further input. 
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Figure 10. Saving the configuration 

Click the button labelled Save configuration. 

This completes the process of transferring and applying the configuration data to the SIParator device. 

Further configuration settings must now be applied through the web interface. 
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3 Continued Configuration via Ingate Web Interface 
3.1 Network 
First, the eSBC must be configured to be aware of the network in which it operates.  

3.1.1 Network and Computers 
Here, you specify an alias for the groups of IPs relevant to this ITSP, in addition to the eSBCs settings.  

Perform the following steps: 

1. Click on Network -> Network and Computers, see example below, how it looks after been filled in. 

2. Fill in IP Address (Lower Limit) for the first of the Virgin ISTP Servers for Network and Computers with Name 
Virgin. 

3. Add a new row for Network and Computers with Name Virgin_b or what you want to call the second server. 

4. Fill in IP Address (Lower Limit) for the second of the Virgin ISTP Servers for Network and Computers with 
Name Virgin_b. 

5. Add a new row for Network and Computers with Name Safe and add both Virgin servers and LAN. 

6. Click on Save to save the configuration to the preliminary configuration. 

See example result in figure below: 
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3.2 DNS Servers 
Here, you specify your DNS server. 

Click on Basic Configuration -> Basic Configuration 

See example result in figure below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

3.2.1 All Interfaces 
Add additional routing information for added off-networks subnets for access.  
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Perform the following steps: 

1. Click on Network -> All Interfaces, see example below, how it looks after been filled in. 

2. Create one new row for your Static Routing by clicking on: Add new rows and fill in 1 as number of rows to 
add. 

3. Fill in Network Address, Netmask / bits, Router IP Address and Interface. 

4. Click on Save to save the configuration to the preliminary configuration. 

See example result in figure below: 
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3.3 Basic Configuration 
Add more networks for access control if wanted.  

3.3.1 Access Control 
Here, you specify any additional off-networks subnets for access.  

Perform the following steps: 

1. Click on Basic Configuration -> Access Control, see example below, how it looks after been filled in. 

2. Create one new row for your Configuration Computers by clicking on: Add new rows and fill in 1 as number 
of rows to add. 

3. Fill in Network Address, Netmask / bits and Configuration Transport. 

4. Click on Save to save the configuration to the preliminary configuration. 

See example result in figure below: 
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3.4 Administration 
Set Clock and NTP. 

3.4.1 Date and Time 
Perform the following steps: 

1. Click on Administration -> Date and Time, see example below, how it looks after been filled in. 

2. Select Time Zone in Change Time Zone. 

3. Select Yes for Synchronize time with NTP. 

4. Fill in DNS Name or IP Address for NTP Server To Use. 

5. Click on Save to save the configuration to the preliminary configuration. 
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See example result in figure below: 
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3.5 SIP Services 

3.5.1 Basic 
The eSBC at its core is a Firewall. To increase security, you can choose whether the eSBC will only accept SIP 
signalling from a configured range of addresses. Addresses outside of the permitted ranges will not succeed in 
making a connection to the eSBCs SIP port. 

Perform the following steps: 

1. Click on SIP Services -> Basic 

2. Under SIP Signalling Access Control: Select the Network group safe. 

3. You shall monitor your ITSPs SIP servers to ensure they are up. This is used by the eSBC when SIP signalling 
should be passed on to the ITSP SBC server. This is useful when a domain resolves to several individual hosts, 
or there are multiple IPs for the ITSP; the eSBC will know immediately if one of them is down, which 
accelerates call connection. 

The IP addresses that Virgin may provision you with may differ from this document. In which case, those DNS 
names/IP addresses should be used.  

   

    
    

Perform the following steps: 

4. Create new rows for your SIP Servers to Monitor by clicking on: Add new rows and fill in 2 as number of 
rows to add. 

5. Fill in Server, Port and Transport for respective Server. 

6. Click on Save to save the configuration to the preliminary configuration. 

See example result in figure below: 
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3.5.2 Sessions and Media 
Perform the following steps: 

1. Click on SIP Services -> Sessions and Media 
2. In Limitation of RTP Codecs 

a. This is set to Allow all Codecs for greatest flexibility. This section is used to lock CODECs permitted via 
the eSBC down.  

b. Some ITSPs only allow specific CODECs. In such cases, choose Limit Codecs as Configured and add or 
remove rows as necessary to match the ITSPs requirements. A Row of Type: “Audio”, Name: “pcma”, 
Allowed: “Yes”, Add: “No” will suffice. This is normally not done for Virgin. 

c. Ingate  version (6.0.2) Virgin media prefer to use G711A –law as the first codec to be offered. For 
example 0, 8, 101  (A- law, u-law , telephone events). 

3. If you change codec configuration: Click on Save to save the configuration to the preliminary configuration. 
See example result in figures below: 
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Note: RTP media from your ITSP may come from a different address than the ITSPs SIP servers – this is 
normal. The Ingate eSBC manages this automatically. 
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3.6 SIP Traffic 
Filtering determines what to do with SIP signalling from configured addresses when it arrives at the eSBC. By default, 
the eSBC is configured to “Process all”. 

Filtering also handles internal processing of SIP OPTIONS packets, which serve as a ping method, used by PBXs and 
ITSPs to determine if a remote endpoint is alive. 

3.6.1 Filtering 
Perform the following steps: 

1. Click on SIP Services -> Filtering 

2. Under Default Policy For SIP Requests choose “Reject all”. 

3. Fill in other settings according to your requirements. 

4. Click on Save to save the configuration to the preliminary configuration. 

 

 

 

3.6.2 Dial Plan 
The dial plan is automatically configured when using SUT TG. Make any necessary changes here in order to ensure 
your dial plan is suitable to permit SIP traffic between your WAN and LAN segments. Global format +44 is Virgin 
media preferred dial plan although Virgin Media can support Dial plan format of, National, Global, and E164 format. 
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Perform the following steps: 

1. Click on SIP Traffic -> Dial Plan 

2. Fill in the dial plan according to your wishes. 

3. Click on Save to save the configuration to the preliminary configuration. 

See example result in figure below: 
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3.7 Routing 
Sip Traffic -> Routing 

To spread the workload over 2 or more SIP server at Virgin fill in DNS Overide For SIP Request as shown  

in the figure below. This will not work in Firmware version 6.0.2 without a patch delivered by  

Ingate systems AB, send Ingate a mail support@ingate.com and tell them that you need Round Robin patch for 
Virgin Media. 

From Firmware 6.0.3 the patch is not needed, this fix is inbuilt in firmware 6.0.3. Name of the patch is. 

“patch-6-0-2-dnsrr” 

Perform the following steps: 

1. Click on SIP Traffic -> Routing 

2. Fill in the IP address you got from Virgin media. 

3. Click on Save to save the configuration to the preliminary configuration. 

See example result in figure below: 
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3.8 SIP Trunks 
The SIP Trunk page is automatically configured when using SUT TG. Make any necessary changes here in order to 
ensure your eSBCs settings match those required by your ITSP, in this case, Virgin. 

3.8.1 SIP Trunk 1 
Perform the following steps: 

1. Click on SIP Trunks -> SIP Trunk 1 

2. Chose in Restrict to calls from Servers according to your wish, in this example to ITSP Virgin as defined in 
Network and Computers. 

3. It is possible to change the settings for the From Header Domain according to the ITSPs requirements, e.g. 
the ITSPs IP Address, or something else Virgin requires. SUT TG has configured this according what was filled 
in as Provider Domain at ITSP settings and set as entered. 

4. Fill in rest of parameters according to your requirements. More information about how to fill in the SIP Trunk 
page is found in How To Guide: SIP Trunking Configuration Using the SIP Trunk Page. 

For example: add 01723 for outgoing call, in PBX Lines, Outgoing calls, Display Name. This will set the SIP 
Display Name 01723204908 when calling from PBX line 204908. 

5. Click on Save to save the configuration to the preliminary configuration. 

See example result in figure below: 
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4 Optional Configuration via Ingate Web Interface 
4.1 Certificates 
To use HTTPS to access the firewall web interface a certificate is needed. 

Perform the following steps: 

1. Click on Basic Configuration -> Certificates 

2. Choose a name for the certificate and write it in the Name field. 

3. Click Create New. 

4. Fill in desired Information for the Certificate. 

5. Click on Save to save the configuration to the preliminary configuration. 

If you already have the certificates you can import them instead of doing above steps.  

See example result in figure below: 
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4.2 Access Control 
You also need to configure how to access the web interface of the firewall. 

Perform the following steps: 

1. Click on Basic Configuration -> Access Control 

2. Configuration via HTTP is already on for inside from the startup of the firewall. 

3. If you want to be able to configure the firewall from the outside this is done over HTTPS. Select which IP 
address and Port the firewall administrator should direct the web browser to. 

4. Select the Certificate to use you created/imported in the previous chapter. 

5. Create new rows for your Configuration Computers by clicking on: Add new rows and fill in number of rows 
to add. 

6. Fill in IP Address and Netmask/Bits and chose HTTP or HTTPS for respective Configuration Computer. 

7. Click on Save to save the configuration to the preliminary configuration. 

See example result in figure below: 
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5 Finalize the configuration 
Finally click on the Administration tab and click the Apply Configuration button to apply the changes  

to the Ingate unit. Press Save configuration to complete the saving process. 
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6 Where entered configuration ends up 
Beside pages already shown in this document, following pages includes configurations that was entered with the SUT 
TG. 

6.1 All Interfaces 
To get an overview of all interfaces. 

Click on Network -> All Interfaces 

See example result in figure below: 

 

 


